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Worldwide ERC® Webinar Disclaimer

The views, opinions, and information expressed during this webinar are 
those of the presenter and are not the views or opinions of Worldwide 
ERC®.  Worldwide ERC® makes no representation or warranty with 
respect to the webinar or any information or materials presented 
therein.  Users of webinar materials should not rely upon or construe 
the information or resource materials contained in this webinar as legal 
or other professional advice and should not act or fail to act based on 
the information in these materials without seeking the services of a 
competent legal or other professional.
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Webinar Instructions

Technical difficulties? 
• Dial 866.779.3239, or e-mail questions to support@webex.com

Sound Troubles?
• If your sound quality is poor, check your Wi-Fi strength or 

connect via cable. 
• Call in using the phone number listed under the “Event Info” tab 

in the upper left-hand corner.

To return to meeting room window:
• If you are in full screen mode, you may return to the meeting 

room window by clicking the View Meeting Room button located 
at the bottom left corner of your screen.
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Q&A Instructions

• Submit questions 
through Q&A dialogue 
box 

• Box is located in lower 
right corner of screen 

• Do not use the Chat 
Box

• Be specific
• You may submit your 

question at any time 

Q&A Dialogue Box:
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CRP® and GMS® Certification

• If you are a CRP® seeking CE credit for this webinar, 
you may utilize the CRP® credits management 
portal, available online under “My Account.” 

The seminar ID is 15853 
(All (S)CRPs must apply for credit and submit the $8 processing fee 

to receive CE credit)

• If you are a GMS® seeking CE credit for this webinar, 
you must include the name/date of this webinar on 
your GMS® Renewal Application (at the time you 
apply for recertification).  
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Presentation Outline

• Worldwide ERC® Advocacy Efforts – First Look
• Government Affairs Update
• Tax Update
• Questions and Answers
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Worldwide ERC® Advocacy Efforts –
First Look

• Worldwide ERC® is raising the profile of our past and current 
efforts on public policy as well as increasing our engagement on 
advocacy

• We are in the process of rolling out the following:
– Enhanced Worldwide ERC® website section dedicated to public policy issues 

of importance to workforce mobility
– Worldwide ERC® Quarterly Legislative and Regulatory Updates to members 

highlighting efforts on the top five mobility advocacy priorities
– Semi-annual Worldwide ERC® Hill Days with the inaugural event scheduled 

for October 2 – Save the Date!
– Grassroots network of Worldwide ERC® members willing to reach out to 

their members of Congress on our issues
– Formal process through the Worldwide® Community and the Government 

Affairs Forums in which members will have input on the advocacy priorities
• We encourage you to become more involved in our advocacy 

efforts!
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Government Affairs Update

• Capitol Hill Overview
• Moving Americans Privacy Protection Act
• DHS Regulatory Agenda
• Brexit
• European Travel Information and 

Authorization System (ETIAS)
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Capitol Hill Overview
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Moving Americans Privacy
Protection Act 

• U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is required to release vessel 
manifests which can include personally identifiable information of individuals 
shipping goods to U.S.

• Information can include Social Security numbers, passport numbers and home 
addresses

• Data brokers purchase information compiled by CBP and use for marketing and 
analysis purposes and post data on websites

• Information of transferees is vulnerable to criminals using data for identity theft 
and financial fraud

• Moving Americans Privacy Protection Act (H.R. 2521, S. 1302) introduced by 
Representatives Crist (D-FL) and Waltz (R-FL) and Senators Daines (R-MT) and 
Peters (D-MI) would direct CBP to remove personal data prior to selling it

• Worldwide ERC® actively advocating with American Moving and Storage 
Association and host of other organizations for cosponsors to legislation and its 
passage this year
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DHS Regulatory Agenda

• Federal agencies issue a semi-annual agenda on their 
respective plans on regulatory actions

• The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in its last 
agenda cited several actions on business immigration
– Fee increases for visa applications, registrations and petitions 

including specific to H-1B visas
– Revision of definition of “specialty occupation” for H-1B 
– H-4 Visa Work Eligibility Rescindment

• Planned actions vary in status between pending proposals 
to others which are in initial development
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H-4 Visa Work Eligibility Rescindment

• H-4 visa holders are the spouses and children under the age of 21 of H-
1B visa holders

• As of May 26, 2016, certain H-4 visa holders have been eligible for 
employment in the US

• Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has sent proposed rule to 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to rescind employment 
eligibility of H-4 visa holders

• OMB currently reviewing rule and seeking input from other federal 
agencies 

• Once approved, DHS will publish the rule in the Federal Register to seek 
public comment

• Worldwide ERC® Government Affairs Immigration Forum is forming 
work group to develop comments on proposed rule
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Brexit – Where Things Stand

• UK scheduled to leave EU on October 31, 2019 with our without withdrawal 
agreement on separation terms

• Original withdrawal date was March 29, 2019 but EU leaders agreed to new 
date after an initial short-term extension

• UK and EU reached agreement on Brexit but needs UK Parliament approval 
which has proved elusive

• UK Parliament has voted in both opposition to the proposed withdrawal 
agreement as well as leaving EU without deal

• UK Prime Minister Theresa May has announced she is stepping down

• Boris Johnson currently heavily leading Jeremy Hunt in conservative party 
race to replace May as Prime Minister

• Voting of conservative party members began on July 6 with final tally 
announced on July 22
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Brexit – How Did We Get Here?

• On June 23, 2016, a majority of UK voters opted for UK to leave the EU
• On March 29, 2017, the UK Government triggered Article 50 which is the 

formal process for the withdrawal from the EU
• UK would leave EU on March 29, 2019
• On November 14, 2018 UK Prime Minister Theresa May announced an 

agreement reached between UK and EU on Brexit
• On November 26, 2018, EU leaders approved the agreement
• On January 16, 2019, UK Parliament voted down proposed agreement by 

432 to 202 which is biggest loss in modern history for government 
proposal

• On January 29, 2019, UK Parliament voted to support renegotiation of 
backstop agreement but also to not leave the EU without a larger 
agreement

• EU provides short-term extension through April 12
• On April 10, 2019, UK Parliament supports request for another short-

term extension but EU leaders instead provide extension to October 31
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Brexit – Proposed Agreement

• Transition period is between March 29, 2019 and December 31, 2020 
with formal withdrawal of UK on January 1, 2021

• Freedom of movement would stop following transition period 
ending December 31, 2020

• UK citizens living in the EU and EU citizens living in the UK would 
maintain current right

• UK permitted to negotiate trade agreements during transition 
period

• UK would remain in the EU customs union until a compromise 
reached on maintaining an open border between Northern Ireland 
and the Republic of Ireland
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Brexit – Mobility Impact

• Difficult for companies to plan for future with continual unknown 
of status of UK in relation to EU

• In particular a problem for staffing and relocating employees

• Companies already diversifying European operations

• Would result in new trade agreements between the UK and other 
countries

• UK would determine its own immigration standards and process

• Many small items such as airline regulation and registration 
being done through EU would impact UK and international travel
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European Travel Information and 
Authorization System

• Starting in 2021, travelers to the 26 European countries 
comprising the Schengen zone will be first required to 
apply for travel authorization under the European Travel 
Information and Authorization System (ETIAS)
– Applies to citizens of the US and 59 other countries who are not 

required to obtain a visa
– Registration costs 7 euros and is valid for 3 years
– Travelers will need passport, credit card and email address to 

complete application and questionnaire

• Citizens of US and 60 other countries will continue to be 
able to travel within the Schengen area for 90 days
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• The filing season and the new Form W-4
• 2019 Legislation: Any?
• Reactions to loss of moving expense 

deduction
• State conformity to TCJA
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Filing Season

• Data:
– Average refund down 1.1% to $2,879

• But down 10% for filers with income 100K-250K
• Up 11% for filers with income 250K-500K

– Dollar amount of total refunds down 2.6%
– Number of refunds down 1.5%
– Not clear whether “balance due” returns have increased (somewhat too early 

for that data)
– But IRS twice provided penalty relief, suggesting considerable underpayment
– 90% of filers claimed standard deduction, up from 70%

• Data suggest that many taxpayers did not adjust withholding to account 
for changes made to withholding tables to incorporate lower tax rates

• Public in general, according to surveys, does not think it got a tax cut, 
although it is likely that at least 65% did get one

– Lower tax refunds are contributing to that feeling
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The New Form W-4

• Draft of new form released May 31
– Slated to be used for 2020
– Comments due by July 1

• New employees will be required to submit new form, but 
current employees may continue to rely on old form 
submitted previously
– If existing employee fills out new W-4, must use new one
– Will require reprogramming of withholding/payroll systems
– Employers will need two systems to permit withholding under two 

forms
– But IRS says same withholding tables will apply to both systems

• Final version slated for July
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The New Form W-4

• Draft is a significant departure from 2018 draft, which was complicated 
and required employees to submit information about spouse 
employment income

• Is simpler than current form, and seeks to balance privacy with accuracy 
to limit the extent of over or under withholding

• Eliminates allowances based on personal exemptions
– Building block approach, without complicated worksheets

• Includes three elective approaches to multiple jobs or incomes:
– Determine optional additional amount of withholding using IRS online 

calculator, without disclosing income (the most accurate)
– Use an included short worksheet to determine additional withholding
– Check a box if two incomes, and IRS will adjust withholding (may result in too 

much withheld)
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The New Form W-4

• Additional lines 
– Dependents: Permits entry of numbers of children or dependents 

eligible for credits
– Other income: Allows for additional withholding due to other income 
– Deductions: Allows for reduced withholding if employee will be able 

to itemize deductions (IRS tables assume standard deduction)

• IRS will also soon release a publication explaining the new 
form and providing additional withholding advice

• IRS conducted a week-long campaign in June encouraging 
taxpayers to do a “Paycheck Checkup” using the online 
calculator, and continues to urge taxpayers to do so
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Further W-2 Complication

• Final regs published July 2 allow use of only the last 4 
digits of SSN on employee copy of W-2 (called 
“truncated” SSN)
– Not mandatory
– Aimed at reducing identity theft
– Must use full SSN on W-2 sent to Social Security 

Administration

• Effective for W-2’s filed after 12/31/2020
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Truncated SSNs

• Employers will need to determine whether to adopt 
this practice
– Possible complication:  

• States not required to permit truncated SSN
• So state copy of W-2 may have to contain entire SSN
• Companies with many employees in such a state may 

want to use full # for federal W-2 as well, as opposed to 
complicated reprogramming
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2019 Tax Legislation?

• Technical Corrections/ Changes to Tax Reform
– No consensus on what needs fixing
– House Democrats on Ways & Means Committee passed 

legislation 6/20 that would expand the earned income credit 
and make child tax credit fully refundable, along with a 
couple of other changes to TCJA.  Republicans in Senate said 
DOA.

– Republicans have introduced no full technical corrections bill, 
but have introduced bills to make the tax changes permanent

– Very unlikely anything happens before fall, if then
– No likelihood moving expense deduction/exclusion gets 

reinstated 
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2019 Tax Legislation: 
Expired Provisions

• About 40 expired after 2017

• Bipartisan Senate bill would extend 29 through 2019
– Includes exclusion for mortgage debt forgiveness on principal residence and 

deduction for mortgage insurance
– Unrelated bills have been introduced to make each permanent

• House Ways & Means Committee produced package 6/20
– Extends provisions through 2020
– Paid for by ending higher estate tax exemptions in 2022 instead of 2025
– Bill passed committee on party line vote, Senate objects to estate tax 

exemption change

• Again, no real likelihood of action any time soon

• Taxpayers who need to use any of the expired provisions in 2018 had to 
file extensions, or will have to file amended returns later
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2019 Tax Legislation: 
Mobile Workforce Act

• Re-introduced in Senate March 1, 2019
– Bipartisan group
– More than two-dozen co-sponsors
– Last year’s version had 61 co-sponsors

• Will again be introduced in House
– Passed House easily last session

• Bill would prohibit a state taxing an out-of-state worker until the 
worker had worked in the state for at least 30 days during the year

• So far the bill has failed to pass Senate because New York opposes

• Worldwide ERC supports, will monitor progress
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Moving Expense Deduction
Loss-Reactions

• Worldwide ERC® survey in October suggested 
majority of companies were continuing to gross up for 
moving expenses, and had not significantly curtailed 
moves
– New survey planned for this summer

• It was not clear whether gross-ups would be correct in 
view of the many tax changes that would affect 
transferees

• May survey asked whether companies are seeing 
increased requests for gross-up adjustments, and the 
reasons for them
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Moving Expense Survey Results

• 59 companies responded

• 71% said they had experienced a greater than usual number of 
requests for gross-up adjustments this year
– 67% was federal gross-up
– 6% state shortfall

• 61% said they had updated their gross-up policies in response to 
TCJA
– Not clear how they had done so
– 48% said they were still planning to update gross-up policy 
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Moving Expense:
State Tax Conformity to TCJA

• Several states still have not acted as to whether they will adopt 
federal change, and others have changed status since last 
update
– Arizona finally acted to conform on May 31. Because 2018 forms 

assumed conformity, taxpayers who used them will not have to 
amend. Moving expense deduction/exclusion is not allowed in 
Arizona

– Massachusetts Revenue Department says Massachusetts will keep 
exclusion when state does conform

– Virginia enacted law February 15, 2019, reversing its earlier 
decoupling from moving expense provision, so moving expenses not 
excludable in Virginia on 2018 returns

– Minnesota finally acted in late May 2019, retroactive for 2018.
• Moving expense no longer deductible/excludable
• Taxpayers who filed 2018 returns under old law may need to amend

– These changes, and other conformity uncertainty, greatly complicate 
filing for taxpayers in some states
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Moving Expense:
State Conformity to TCJA

• 17 static states have acted:
– 16 now follow federal law: Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, 

Minnesota, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, West 
Virginia, Wisconsin (but Iowa not effective until 2019)

– 1 still allows exclusion: Hawaii (and Iowa for 2018)
• Three static states haven’t acted, moving expense still excludable:

– Arkansas, California, Massachusetts  
• One rolling conformity state has kept exclusion:

– New York
• 18 rolling conformity states exclusion currently not allowable: 

– Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, D.C., Delaware, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, 
Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Utah

• Three non-conformity states: 
– New Jersey, Pennsylvania: allow exclusions; Mississippi: does not allow exclusions

• Current final score:  
– Eight states allow exclusion for 2018:  Arkansas, California, Hawaii, Iowa, 

Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania
– Seven allow for 2019 (Iowa does not)
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Thank you for attending! 
Visit the Worldwide ERC® web site at 
www.worldwideERC.org, or contact 

Worldwide ERC® for more information on these topics.  +1.703.842.3400
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